Discovery and optimization of a series of 3-substituted indazole derivatives as multi-target kinase inhibitors for the treatment of lung squamous cell carcinoma.
Although lung adenocarcinoma patients have benefited from the development of targeted therapy, patients with lung squamous cell carcinoma (SqCC) have no effective treatment due to the complexity and heterogeneity of the disease. Therefore, basing on the genetic analysis of mutations in lung squamous cell carcinoma to design multi-target inhibitors represents a potential strategy for the medical treatment. In this study, through screening an in-house focused library, we identified an interesting indazole scaffold. And following with binding analysis, we elaborated the structure-activity relationship of this hit compound by optimizing four parts guided by the DDR2 enzymatic assay, which resulted in a potent lead compound 10a. We conducted further optimization of dual enzymatic inhibitions towards FGFR1 and DDR2, two important kinases in lung squamous cell carcinoma. Finally, from the cellular antiproliferative activity tests and in vivo pharmacokinetic test, 3-substituted indazole derivative 11k was found to be a promising candidate and subjected to in vivo pharmacology study with the mouse xenograft models, demonstrating profound anti-tumor efficacy. Additional in vitro druglike assessment reinforced that compound 11k could be valuable for SqCC drug development.